TRAILER BUILDING MATERIALS / COMPONENTS

Pumping Gas
TO COMBAT THE ISSUES THAT COME FROM OVERHEATING SHOCK
ABSORBERS, HEAVY-DUTY EXPERT POWERDOWN HAS RESEARCHED AND
DEVELOPED A UNIT SPECIFICALLY FOR AUSTRALIAN TRAILERS THAT USES
LOW-PRESSURE GAS TECHNOLOGY.
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World leader in Hooklift technology
Shock absorbers that have worn out due to

To help avoid shock absorber fading,
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absorber, giving it greater longevity over
higher-pressure gases. “The research
and development of the gas technology
is just one example of how Powerdown
is constantly striving to improve our
components, to in turn improve our
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customers’ operations,” says Mathew.
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With over 30 years of experience in building
shock absorbers specifically for long distance
applications and rough roads that Australian
fleet operators encounter on a daily basis,
Powerdown put its considerable knowledge
Computer images from a shock-absorber stress test
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to use during the two-year design process of
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